
iNuclear Utilty Meteorologicaf Data Users Group (NUMUG)
Estabisfwd in 1991

November 21, 2006
Rules and Directives Branch
Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Comments on Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164, "Meteorological
Monitoring Programs for Nuclear Power Plants" 7/ Fl<-' 5• - 7

The Nuclear Utility Meteorological Data Users Group (NUMUG), which was chartered in
1991, consists of individuals interested in addressing issues and exchanging ideas
associated with the collection and utilization of meteorological data at civilian nuclear
power generation facilities. NUMUG membership consists of professional
meteorologists, professional engineers, and meteorological instrument vendors that
have been involved in meteorological data collection at nuclear facilities for almost 40
years.

As its chairman, I am drawing on the vast experience and relevant expertise of the
NUMUG membership, which has reviewed Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1 164,
"Meteorological Monitoring Programs for Nuclear Power Plants". NUMUG is pleased to
provide two general comments and 37 specific comments on this draft regulatory guide
which are attached to this letter. These attached comments represent a consensus from
the NUMUG membership.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on DG-1 164. If you have any questions or
need further information, please contact me by phone at 706 650-0939, or by e-mail at
carl.mazzola @ shawqrp.com.
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Very truly yours,

_; -- A

-L Carl A. Mazzola
Chairman, NUMUG
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

The Nuclear Utility Meteorological Data Users Group (NUMUG) consists of individuals
interested in addressing problems and exchanging ideas for those collecting and utilizing
meteorological data at nuclear facilities.

In response to the request for public comment, NUMUG is submitting comments on Draft
Regulatory Guide DG-1 164, "Meteorological Monitoring Programs for Nuclear Power
Plants". These comments represent a consensus from the NUMUG membership.*

* Note: The NUMUG membership includes NRC staff members, who have recused
themselves from the NUMUG review and preparation of comments.

The proposed Regulatory Guide will be a major improvement in guidance for nuclear
power plants and NUMUG strongly endorses proceeding with this document. The
proposed Regulatory Guide is well-written, conveniently organized, is reflective of
current industry practice as contained in ANSI/ANS-3.11 (2005), "Determining
Meteorological Information at Nuclear Facilities", and it addresses the latest technologies
for operational meteorological measurements.

Among the positive changes from existing documentation are:

* Improved guidance about heights of meteorological measurements;

* Expanded guidance about siting of meteorological instruments;

* Better information about system accuracies that is consistent with the state-of-the-art
for field measurements;

* Clarification of maintenance and data recovery;

" Inclusion of routine inspection of tower guy wires and anchors;

* Inclusion of more complete information about data reduction and compilation;

* Additional guidance concerning complex terrain sites and support for emergency
preparedness.
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

GENERAL COMMENTS:

G-1.

G-2.

Comment Recommendation

Footnotes are used extensively in Reduce the number of footnotes and
the document to provide move the relevant information to the
supplemental information or to clarify body of the document.
guidance. While this improves the
readability and flow of the document,
important information may be
overlooked because it is in a
footnote and not the document body.

Discussions about individual Divide discussion of each
meteorological variables are often meteorological variable into
grouped together into single subsections or at least separate
paragraphs. This makes readability paragraphs. Move information from
difficult and makes it difficult to footnotes into the main text to
isolate guidance applicable to a improve readability.
specific variable.
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

S-1.

S-2.

S-3.

S-4.

S-5.

S-6.

Comment I Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, Dew Point
Dew Point should be defined as Dew Change "Dew Point" to "Dew Point
Point Temperature. Temperature (often referred to only

as Dew Point)".

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, Pasquill Stability Class
The definition is incomplete because State the preferred method (delta-T),
it does not state the method(s) that but note that other methods can be
are preferred for determining stability justified by applicant.
class.

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, System Accuracy
The definition is incomplete because Clarify the extent of the data
it does not state how far the data channel.
channel extends for calculating
display accuracy. Does "displays"
refer to locally at the meteorological
tower, in the Control Room, or to the
final data set?

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, Temperature
The definition is not clear because Change "Temperature" to "Ambient
there are many types temperaturesI Temperature".
that might apply.

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, Wet-Bulb Temperature
The definition is not clear. Replace "of all its available moisture"

with "until the air parcel is saturated".
Remove "relatively" from the last
sentence.

C. Regulatory Position 1. Definitions, Wind Direction
The definition is consistent with State that, while wind direction may
ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005 and standard be defined differently in some
meteorological practice. However, it applications, this is the preferred
may not be consistent with definition.
applications that assume a different
definition. For example, some
applications may assume direction
towards which the wind is blowing,
report data in radians, or assign 0-
to a direction other than North.
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

I Comment Recommendation

S-7. C. Requlatorv Position. 2. Meteorological Parameters, second DaraaraDh
It is indicated that a temperature
measurement level above 60 meters
is appropriate for examining
conditions associated with "...
release points significantly greater
than 60 meters. . ." It is stated that
the AT measured between the 10
meters and this higher level should
be used for stability classification
related to elevated releases. In
cases where 3 levels of temperature
are measured (10 meters, 60
meters, and an elevated layer), it
might be more appropriate to use AT
measured between the 60 meters
and the higher level.

"... release points significantly
greater than 60 meters . . ." is not
defined adequately. Specifically,
what constitutes "significantly
greater than".

Clearly state that an option exists for
using an upper layer AT to
determine stability class. Indicate
that the proper AT layers for
determining stability classes should
be selected based on the needs for
the specific plant.

Clarify "significantly greater than".

S-8.

S-9.

C. Regulatory Position, 2. Meteorological Parameters, second paragraph
The footnote states "The 10-meter Clarify the standard reference
(33-foot) level is generally accepted measurement levels for all variables.
through out the world as a standard
meteorological reference Consider stating that the 10--m level
measurement level." While this is suitable for modeling applications,
applies to wind measurements, while a lower level, such as 2-m, is
World Meteorological Organization better for comparing site
Guide 8 states that temperature characteristics to nearby climate
should be measured at a ". .. a stations.
height between 1.25 and 2 .00 m
above ground level."

C. Regulatory Position, 2. Meteorological Parameters, last paragraph
The phrase "potential for fogging or Add a clarifying term (slight,
icing" needs clarification. As written, moderate, etc.), define a threshold
the possibility of a single occurrence (such as an average of 2-3 episodes
during the lifetime of the plant is per year), or provide an explicit basis
sufficient to require measuring for determining when this
humidity. requirement applies.
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-10.

S-11.

Comment I Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, 2. Meteorological Parameters, last paragraph
It is stated that "Precipitation should Clarify the requirement for
be measured at ground level..." In placement of precipitation sensors.
some cases, precipitation Possibly state, "Precipitation
measurements are taken on the roof measurements should represent
of instrument shelters in an attempt ground-level precipitation near the
to reduce the impact of wildlife, base of the mast or tower."
debris, heavy snowfall and drifting
snow on precipitation collection
(clogging or jamming the sensor).
Also, moving the sensors from
shelter height to ground level could
have some impact on the data from
a climatological standpoint.

C. Regulatory Position, 2. Meteorological Parameters, last paragraph
While instrumentation for measuring Reconsider requirements for
humidity is desired at heights humidity sampling.
representative of water-vapor
release, this may not be practical.
Since the data are being collected
on a single tower, they will be useful
only at times when the tower is
downwind from the cooling facility
and directly influenced by plant
operations. This conflicts with
requirements elsewhere in the
guideline, where it is specifically
stated that "humidity measurements
should be made to avoid air
modification by ... moisture
sources".

No guidance is provided concerning Provide guidance about the heights
height of dew point measurements of elevated dew point sampling.
with respect to the height of the
cooling towers.

Since the water-vapor release height Reconsider requirements for
will often be elevated, this document humidity sampling.
will require the sampling unit to be
elevated. Humidity samplers tend to
be maintenance-intensive, so this
will require maintenance efforts that
may not merit the information
obtained.
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-12.

S-13.

Comment Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, 3. Siting of Meteorological Parameters, second
paragraph:
It is stated that 'The separation Change "... should be 10 times the
between the wind sensor and such obstruction height.. ." to "...
obstructions should be 10 times the should be at least 10 times the
obstruction height". This could be obstruction height. ..

interpreted to mean that only a
specific distance-to-height ratio (10-
to-i) is acceptable.

C. Regulatory Position, 3. Siting of Meteorological Parameters, last
paragraph
It is stated that "Precipitation gauges Clarify the specific climatological
should be equipped with wind conditions that are appropriate for
shields to minimize the wind-caused use of a precipitation wind shield.
loss of precipitation". While the
quality of precipitation data will be
improved, it is not certain that wind
shields will be that useful for
locations with little or no snowfall,
since the wind-caused loss of
precipitation in these cases may be
as low as 1-2 % (within the accuracy
specification for precipitation). Wind
shields may be appropriate for
locations when significant amounts
of precipitation are in the form of
snow (the ASOS User's Guide
states that wind shields should be
installed ". . . where the snowfall is >
20% of the annual precipitation
accumulation").
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

Comment Recommendation

S-14.

S-15.

S-16.

C. Regulatory Position, 4. Instrument Accuracy and Range, first paragraph
It is not clear what is required to "...
meet the criteria listed in Table 2".
Do the criteria represent absolute
limits that cannot be exceeded, or is
it sufficient that the accuracies can
be rounded to meet the criteria? For
example, for vertical temperature
difference, 0.252 F rounds to and
meets 0.12C value, but exceeds the
"equivalent" value of 0.18 2 F.

Also, if the metric and non-metric
units for a variable are not exactly
equal, it is not stated which variable
is the criteria to be met.

Clarify interpretation of how
accuracy criteria are met.

Clarify which units are to be met
when metric and nonmetric values
are not equivalent.

C. Regulatory Position, 4. Instrument Accuracy and Range, second
paragraph
It is stated that "instrumentation
should be capable of operating over
the expected range of climatic
conditions based on regional
climatology." It is not clear if this
refers to climatologically "normal"
values or to historical extremes. For
example, a wind speed sensor may
be capable of a high range (0-90
mph) to record a extreme value, but
may not meet accuracy criteria. A
lower range sensor (0-60 mph) will
meet accuracy criteria, but may not
operate durinq extreme conditions.

Address the conflict between sensor
accuracy and the need to record
extreme values.

C. Regulatory Position, Table 2, Wind Speed
The accuracy requirement is State the accuracy as "±+2.2 m/s or
discontinuous at 2.2 m/s. For 2.1 ±5% of observed speed, whichever
m/s, the error is ±10.5%. For 2.2 is greater."
m/s (and above), the error is ±5%.
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-17.

S-18.

Comment Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, Table 2, Vertical Temperature Difference
The units and resolution are not Clarify the units and resolution for
consistent with other parts of the vertical temperature difference.
document. Table 2 states the units
should be °C/2F with a resolution of
0.01-C/0.012F. Table 1 and
Appendix A state the units should be
°-C/100m with a resolution of
0.1 2C/100m.

C. Regulatory Position, Table 2, Vertical Temperature Difference
The accuracy requirement for Clarify how Vertical Temperature
Vertical Temperature Difference may Difference accuracy is determined.
not be possible in practice. Indicate that the 0.10 C accuracy
Accepted meteorological practice requirement for temperature
precludes having a tighter accuracy difference is a relative value. Each
specification for a variable than the probe should meet 0.50 C compared
instrumentation used to derive the to an absolute measurement, and
data. The -0.50 C accuracy of two the paired difference should meet
temperature probes used to 0.0 C.
determine the temperature
difference is significantly greater
than the ±0.10 C specification for
Vertical Temperature Difference.
Also, accepted meteorological
practice requires calibrations of the
sensors by a known physical
constant or by a standard that is four
times better in accuracy. For an
accuracy specification of ±0.1 0 C,
this would require a standard of
±0.0250 C, which is not practical for
a field calibration.

The resolution criteria for vertical
temperature difference from Table 2 Clarify the resolution for vertical
does not match the resolution temperature difference.
criteria for temperature difference in
Table 1 or Appendix A.
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-19.

S-20.

S-21.

Comment Recommendation

I C. Regulatory Position, Table 2, Dew Point
The parenthetical value of ±0.27 QF Change "±0.27 2F "to "±+2.70 2F
is incorrect.

C. Regulatory Position, Table 2
Table 2 does not include solar Add barometric pressure, with
radiation and visibility that are accuracy and resolution as stated in
included in Appendix A, or ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005.
barometric pressure (or other
variables) that are measured at Add solar radiation, with accuracy
some sites (and can be included as and resolution as stated in
"Other" in Appendix A). ANSI/ANS-3.11-2005.

Add other variables to Table 2 as
appropriate.

C. Regulatory Position, 5. Instrument Maintenance and Servicing
Schedules, first paragraph
Meeting the 90% valid data recovery Consider an interpretation of the
rate for precipitation measurement data recovery rate for precipitation to
may be difficult during winter months recognize that frozen precipitaiton
in a climate with heavy snow and the may not be fully recorded or may be
potential for drifting snow, even with recorded at an incorrect time.
heated precipitation gauges and
frequent site visits. While heated
rain gauges may provide
representative liquid precipitation
totals, the gauge may not produce
accurate hourly values (melting
occurring after the snow has fallen,
evaporation occurring before liquid
amount can be measured, etc.).
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-22.

S-23.

Comment I Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, 5. Instrument Maintenance and Servicing
Schedules, last paragraph
It is stated that "Channel operability Clarify "channel operability checks".
checks shall be performed daily. .

It is not clear what an operability
check includes. Does this require an
onsite visit to verify proper
equipment operation or just
verification that apparently "correct"
data is being received by the users?
Daily onsite visits will not be
practical in many cases, but daily or
once per shift review of the
instantaneous data can verify
operability. Daily data review is
another method of a channel
operability check (reviewing the
hourly values for reasonableness).

C. Regulatory Position, 5. Instrument Maintenance and Servicing
Schedules, last paragraph
The document specifies that "guyed Clarify tower inspection criteria to
wires and anchors ... should be identify not only the interval of
inspected annually." This differs inspections, but also the nature of
with standard industry practice, of inspections.
tower manufacturers, to inspect
towers annually and foundations
every 5 years. ANSI/TIA-222-G,
"Structural Standard for Antenna
Supporting Structures and
Antennas," specifies a 3-year
interval for guyed masts.

The nature of the inspections is not
clear. Do they consist of visual
inspections, physical inspections
that require excavation, or
something in between?
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-24.

S-25.

Comment I Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, third
paragraph
The 60-second sampling interval (or Establish an appropriate sampling
30-second sampling interval in rate for wind.
Section 8) is not adequate to
characterize wind. ASTM D5741
("Standard Practice for
Characterizing Surface Wind using a
Wind Vane and Rotating
Anemometer") specifies the
sampling interval for wind speed and
wind direction to be 1 to 3 seconds
(with all wind directions observations
for speeds above the starting
threshold). ASTM D5527
("Standard Practices for Measuring
Surface Wind and Temperature by
Acoustic Means") does not specify a
sampling interval but indicates that
the reported data should be based
on a continuous sampling period of
at least 10 minutes.

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, third
paragraph
Wind gust information is. important to Define "wind speed gust" and
make the assessment on "natural establish (or reference) an
phenomena being experienced or appropriate sampling methodology.
projected beyond usual levels (e.g.,
high winds)" noted in item 5 of
Discussion section. While it is
stated that "Hourly maximum wind
speed gust values may also be
archived. . .", wind speed gust is not
defined and no guidance is provided
for how to collect such data. Both
the wind loading standard (ASCE 7)
and ASTM D5741 suggest gust be
based on 3-second average.
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Attachment
NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-26.

S-27.

S-28.

Comment I Recommendation

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, third
paragraph
In the discussion of sampling Clarify the type of "mean" that is to
intervals, it is stated that ".... mean be used.
values for the accumulated data
should be determined . . ." It is not
stated whether this refers to
arithmetic mean or geometric mean.

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, third
paragraph
In the discussion of data averaging, Identify the preferred method, scalar
it is not specified how wind speed or vector averaging, to be used for
and wind direction data calculations wind data. Indicate that scalar wind
shall be performed. direction needs to account for the

circular distribution of wind data.

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, fourth
paragraph
The footnote for this paragraph Clarify the circumstances that would
discusses using more speed classes constitute a "high frequency of low
at lower speeds if there is a "high wind speeds" and define how many
frequency of low speeds". No additional wind speed categories are
guidance is provided for what is appropriate.
considered "high frequency."
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

I Comment Recommendation

S-29.

S-30.

S-31.

C. Regulatory Position, 6. Data Reduction and Compilation, last paragraph
It is not clear how joint frequency
distributions of humidity data will be
useful. Comparison data will only be
available when the meteorological
tower is downwind from the humidity
source. For all other directions,
there will be no measurements on
which to base comparisons.

Acceptable methods are not
provided or discussed for
determining joint frequencies for
fogging and icing caused by plant
operation only, and not due to
ambient fogging and icing. The
frequency of fogging (Ta=Tdew) or
icing (T<322F) may only indicate
natural ambient conditions, not
necessarily impacts from plant
operation.

Reconsider the need for this
information.

If information is needed, provide
guidance about methodology to be
used.

C. Regulatory Position, 7. Special Consideration for Complex Terrain.
Sites, last paragraph
The footnote refers to "keyhole"
protective action requirements, but
this is undefined.

Explain "keyhole" protective action
requirements.

C. Regulatory Position, 8. Special Considerations to Support Emergency
Preoaredness, second oaraaraDh
The requirement for instruments to
survive extreme conditions upon
which a facility's emergency action
levels are based may not be
needed, if the emergency action
level (EAL) is based upon forecasted
weather conditions, or upon the
instrument over-ranging. For
example, if a high wind EAL exists at
75 mph, then a station could
implement the EAL when the
anemometer peaks out at 60 mph
(on a 0-60 mph scale).

Relax requirement for survival
beyond conditions that would initiate
an EAL. This is a more conservative
approach.
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

Comment Recommendation

S-32. C. Regulatory Position, 8. Special Considerations to Support Emergency
Preparedness, third paragraph
It is stated that the computer
collecting meteorological data
should submit information to NRC
according to a specific data format.
Display of data in the control room
and Emergency Operations Center,
or on computers therein, provides
current conditions, but formatting of
data for model input is usually
handled by pre-processors internal
to or associated with the emergency
response models.

Atmospheric stability may not be
calculated on the plant computers.
Instead, it is calculated either by the
emergency dose model, or manually
as part of the station procedure for
the Dose Assessment groups.
Therefore, since stability class is not
a data point on the plant computer,
only AT measurements would be
displayed as an indicator of stability
class.

State that data streams that are not
submitted to NRC may be of a
different format for other users.

Clarify specific applications that will
require stability class to be classified
into Pasquill Class and not as AT.

S-33.

S-34.

C. Regulatory Position, 8. Special Considerations to Support Emergency
Preparedness, last paragraph
It is not clear whether methods of Verify if methods of determining
determining stability class, other stability class, other than AT, are
than AT, are acceptable when acceptable.
obtaining data from alternative data
sources during an emergency.

References, ANSI/ANS-2.5-1984
This standard was withdrawn in Remove ANSI/ANS-2.5-1984 from
2000, when ANSI-ANS-3.11-2000 the reference list. Any items in the
was published. It is classified as an DG-1 164 that are based on this
historical standard and should not be reference should be eliminated or
used as current guidance. revised to be based on an active

document.
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NUMUG Comments on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1164

SPECIFIC COMMENTS (continued):

S-35.

S-36.

S-37.

Comment I Recommendation

References, "A Code Manual for MACCS2
This reference is incorrect because Change "SAND97-0594" to
two characters (9 and 5 are "SAND97-0954".
transposed in SAND97-*) are
transposed.

Appendix A
Text on Page A-1 states that solar Correct format specification on page
radiation data should have two A-3.
decimal places (which assumes an
F5.2 format). Listing on Page A-3
specifies an F5.1 format for solar
radiation.

Appendix A
Note on Page A-1 states that "... Clarify the requirements for
moisture... [is not a] required collecting and reporting humidity
measurement." This conflicts with data.
Section 2 which states "At sites
where there is a potential for fogging
or icing from the release of water
vapor by plant operations...
instrumentation should be provided
for measuring ... humidity".
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